
WAG Club Survey 2015 

Summary of Comments 

Q1. Training 

Rental 

 Ring rental too hard to get (14)
 Instructors taking up large blocks of rental time (9)
 Put a cap on how much time someone can rent (8)
 Charge for ring use for private lessons (8)
 Charge for all ring rental (2)
 Instructors get preferential treatment in getting ring time (1)

Classes 

 Too many students in classes, not enough time (7)
 Offer specialty classes / other class formats / mini-seminars / venue-specific (7)
 More work on skills rather than courses in class (4)
 More training for instructors (on how to teach/handle, attend more seminars) (4)
 Instructor training (upper level need to know what is taught in L1) (2)
 Classes are well-organized (2)
 Classes start late (2)
 Remove NASCAR for more space (2)
 Hard to get into class, need more classes (2)
 More structure for Level 3 and 4 (1)
 More structure for Level 2 and 3 (1)
 Need more feedback/better feedback from instructors (1)
 More days of Level 1 offered (1)
 Level 1 fewer stations, more time (1)
 Option to pay online for classes (1)
 Females in season should be allowed in class (1)
 Dogs appropriate for class level should get preference over those who aren’t (1)
 NASCAR side should not be used to run courses/too tight (1)
 Courses are challenging / good class selection (1)
 Training method haven’t changed, stuck in the 80’s (1)

Other 

 More seminars /different types of seminars (4)
 Equipment is good (4)
 More novice dog seminars (1)
 Increase fees for fun runs



Q2. Facility 

 Building is clean (10) 
 Too crowded outside of ring area/ suggest dedicated enter/exit areas (9) 
 Surface is good (9) 
 Need more ring space, more open courses (8) 
 Parking is bad (space, lines, snow, ice, vehicle storage, mosquitos) (8) 
 Too small (6) 
 Well organized (5) 
 Building maintenance (leaks, snow, ice) (5) 
 Building cleanliness (bathrooms) is poor (5) 
 Storage/organization is poor / too much stuff / not put away (4) 
 Need more crating (4) 
 Need more buffer between rings (3) 
 Need more flat land for potty area (1) 
 Need better ring gates (1) 
 Problem with crating area, renters abusing crate usage privileges (1) 

 

Q3. Business/Organization – answers generally fell under one of the other categories (such 
as communication or general) so I didn’t make a list here. All items were captured elsewhere. 

  



Q4. Trials 

 Trials are well run (8) 
 Add AKC Novice/Open / add AKC all level when there’s space (7) 
 Add UKI when we have more space (6) 
 Add USDAA (5) 
 Building/crating too small for trials (5) 
 More venues offered (4) 
 Profit / member involvement on UKC/TDAA sufficient to support? (4) 
 Trials need to make a profit (3) 
 AKC snobbery, looking down on other venues (3) 
 Add more CPE trials (2) 
 Look at other locations for offsite trials (venue not always specified) (2) 
 Look at different facility for November AKC trial, too expensive (2) 
 Move CPE trials to off-site locations, maybe two rings (2) 
 Add ASCA (1) 
 Add more trials (venue not specified) (1) 
 Offer matches geared towards the other venues 
 Hire moving people for AKC trial equipment moving (1) 
 If we move, invite other clubs to rent WAG for trials, more trials close to home (1) 
 More on-site trials 
 Change to CPE organization – more secretaries / oversight (1) 
 WAG members being rude at trials (1) 
 Offer more trials at Libertyville 
 Offer outdoor trials 
 Train more people, same people running the trials all the time (1) 
 Train workers, don’t like worrying about doing a job wrong (1) 

Q.5 General 

 Not enough member involvement / board/individuals do too much (9) 
note: some saying come people hog all the work, others complaining that some members 
don’t seem to want to help out 

 Decisions made by only a few / certain individual(s) control club (6) 
 Checks need to be cashed sooner (5) 
 Term limits (3) 
 Hours should not be allowed to all come from trials (2) 
 Have annual get togethers (1) 
 Worker hours for travel to work a trial all day when not entered 
 Worker hours for ring captains at AKC when they don’t stay the whole day 
 Concern with expense of larger facility and people to run it (1) 
 Need more members / actively recruit (1) 



Q6. Communication 

 Need meeting minutes shared (20) 
 Want a newsletter (10) 
 Members only page (9) 
 Share committee minutes (7) 
 Use email communication (6) 
 Financial information/status of the club (5) 
 Email meeting minutes (4) 
 Leadership does not want change (3) 
 Board moves too slowly (2) 
 Access to policies / rules reminders (2) 
 Minimum meeting attendance required (2) 
 Want a members only page with key information (2) 
 Provide meeting transcript/summary (not just minutes) (2) 
 Able to submit worker hours on line (2) 
 Members have no voice, board has all the power 
 Skype meetings / conference call (2) 
 Send detailed agenda in a timely manner before all meetings (2) 
 Committee chairs should be required to attend all meetings or submit a report (2) 
 Reminder emails for behind in hours/dues (1) 
 Need another way to communicate than Yahoo, too unreliable (1) 
 Put policy changes in the newsletter (1) 
 Mail policies to all members each year (1) 
 Provide recap/highlights of meetings (discussion vs just decisions) (1) 
 Get member input on key decisions (1) 
 Provide ‘in process’ items – not just communicate after a decision is made (1) 
 Anonymous way to give suggestions to the board or to membership to discuss (1) 
 Post when committee meetings are being held (1) 

 

 



WAG Club Survey

Result Details

Question

01
Category 1: Training (Including classes, instructors, seminars, ring rental, class
policies, equipment, etc)

Answers

35
88%

Skips

5
13%

120,915,843

1) Classes need to have fewer students so that each student gets more time
2) Love the seminars. Wish there were more.
3) Ring rental is a problem. I don't rent often due in part to the fact that times that are convenient for me are often filled
and usually by instructors taking huge chunks of time. I'm talking mostly weekends.

Tuesday, Mar 17th
2:05PM

120,862,341

Our equipment is very good - we seem to keep up with replacing that which is not working as well as it once did. I don't
do seminars as they are out of my financial reach. I don't do ring rental as it is pretty much available only during the day
but only when instructors are done with their private lessons and I do work and the building on weekends are normally
already booked for trails, seminars, etc. so I have not checked recently.

Monday, Mar 16th
10:45PM

120,858,390

Ring rental Is a BIG place that wag could and should be making money on.
Also a cap on how much time a person is allowed, either weekly or monthly or yearly. There needs to be a fair way of
getting ring time. Renting the ring is so unbelievably difficult to get. unless you what it at 5am or 11pm at night.

Monday, Mar 16th
9:30PM

120,858,294
Would like more available ring rental time and not have to worry so many weeks in advance that it might not be
available. If we can't make our regularly scheduled time, there is almost never any other time available.

Monday, Mar 16th
9:43PM

119,832,996

Chang ring rent. With so many privates and no income to wag how do you ring rent. I hour fine 2-3-4 hours every week
same people .//. Classes short on instructors so to many dogs in class / don't always need to run course need work on
skills

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:49PM

119,599,597

A bigger facility will help not have everybody on top of one another. People sit along the ring with dogs close to working
dogs.dogs are working in 2 different rings with just a gate between. Ideally having more of a buffer will help!
Running less courses in level 3 & 4 and working on skills. Even high level dogs need basic skill refinement! When we run
full course we get maybe 3 runs, with little real teaching.
Offering more specialty classes for a few weeks instead of a formal 8 week class would give us some options. Maybe
even rotate on a couple different nights- say 2 mini session of 4 weeks each on Tues and then offer them on Thurs the
next session.

Saturday, Feb 28th
10:04PM

119,554,163 Already brought suggestions to the Board
Saturday, Feb 28th
11:05AM

119,539,367 All are wonderful.
Saturday, Feb 28th
7:05AM

119,484,303
Equipment is great - including the young/baby dog equipment. Would be nice to have - although building is in use most
of the time - additional drop in specific "skills" classes offered occasionally.

Friday, Feb 27th
2:36PM

119,465,979

I have been in level 1, 2 and currently 3. I think that the classes are well organized and most of the instructors are very
good at training. I was disappointed with my experience in the Loretta Mueller seminar only because I had about 5
minutes of one on one time in the half day class. Personally I would be willing to pay a little more to have smaller classes
which allow more one on one time.

Friday, Feb 27th
11:52AM

119,455,680

Trying to get ring rental time is almost impossible on the weekends because of the people booking 3 and 4 hours for
privates. If the club is not getting a percent of that then this needs to stop. It doesn't benefit anyone but the person giving
the private and certainly not the cluib or other members wanting to rent.

Classes need more structure around training speficic skills.

Reasonalbe priced mini skill seminars would very benificial.

Friday, Feb 27th
9:42AM



119,451,008
Limitation on reserving large blocks of time (2 or more consecutive hours). This would apply to everyone, including
instructors who are giving private lessons to non member non students.

Friday, Feb 27th
9:36AM

119,447,771

Classes: Level 1 -- good structured class with weekly objectives although at times, it seems a lot is thrown at the
students with short timelines to demo, practice, do station work. Sometimes seems chaotic. Level 2 -- Good for course
side -- again there is a planned course with detailed instructions for the instructors. Level 3 and Level 4 need
improvements -- More structure with these classes would be helpful so that it isn't just a run through. Suggestion:
Alternate full course one week and skills training another week throughout the session. Give more feedback to students
good or bad. Sometimes there seems to be complacency to just let the students do whatever they want rather than
challenging them to try new techniques. Instructors: Most are good and helpful but I would caution about attitude and
tact. Just because "their" dog runs a particular way, don't force that same method for other dogs/handlers who may
have a faster, slower, whatever type of dog. Adjust the feedback for their situation and don't force your own theory that
works for the instructor. Ring rental: Hard to get. Have heard the comment that there is always time available. True but
who wants to come at 5 AM or Midnight? Some instructors suck up all the prime time for their private lessons leaving
the majority of the membership with crappy time choices.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:56AM

119,446,711 We need more space to run realistic sequences. Most sequences are too tight.
Friday, Feb 27th
8:58AM

119,445,610

I would like to see more classes offered. The classes we have fill up quickly and it is difficult to get into a new class. In the
current building there is no room for more classes so we should move to the larger location and have more options
available.
As a member I have been able to register for a class before some other students. There have been times when an
instructor has said oh, so and so has been in this class forever, you must have bumped them.
Ring rentals are nearly impossible to get. Most spots are filled by instructors blocking hours at a time. Whether for their
own use or privates it makes it difficult for non instructors. If we were in another location there would be more available
slots, unless more teachers expanded their usage.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:24AM

118,973,393

* Maximum consecutive time to reserve by one person is 3 hours. (People with multiple dogs will rent 2 hours; 3 hours
are typically those teaching privates).
* Class sizes are too large (level 3 with 10 dogs is too many). With 5 on each side, you can only do a partial course once
on the course side.
* Level 2 and 3 classes should have structure as to what it taught; especially on the NASCAR side. Should be teaching
skills and should be laid out for the session. (Collection, weave entrances, blind cross, front cross, Ketchker, German
turn, reverse spin, etc.).
* Level 2 and 3 instructors should be shown how things are being taught in the new level 1 program
* When we move to the new facility, 1 ring should be open to ring rentals (not private instruction). For example, 1 person
can be holding privates but the other ring should be open to regular members for rentals.
* Should private instruction be allowed to non-members and non-students (not a member and not a student)?
Essentially, small businesses are being run out of the building. If allowed, see above where a fee needs to be paid to
WAG for use of the building.
* Need to consider having skills classes if we do have a new building (IE: shaping skills for foundation, relationship
building for foundation, jump grids, obstacle independence, etc.) - potentially bringing in trainers that focus on these
specific issues and not just "how do I handle a master level course."

Monday, Feb 23rd
1:52PM

118,548,276
More days of the week for intro level class. Not everyone who wants to start a dog can attend at 6pm on a Monday.
Perhaps Monday and Thursday or even alternate sessions.

Sunday, Feb 22nd
6:21PM

117,431,103

1. Classes other than levels. Don't remove the levels, but add different types: skills only, short courses only, long runs
only. These could be drop in classes. I have an older dog that I would like to get out once in a while. Drop in class would
be good, but I don't feel right taking him to a Level 3 drop in. Probably shouldn't matter. If I only want to get him on the
equipment for exercise and refreshers, then I could use a Lev 3 drop in as long as others, not as advanced in the class,
understood.
2. Instructors are all good. I like that more than one do the same levels. By switching nights per sessions, I could get a
different perspective with different instructors.
3. Ring rental is very hard to get. Hopefully the new building will give members more opportunity for ring rental.
4. To help increase income, the club could charge something for people who give private lessons. If it's to a member,
ring rental is free. If it's to a non-member,only $5 goes to WAG for ring rental. A fee or percentage (in case some
instructors don't charge a lot for their sessions) should be collected.
5. Fewer dogs in Level 4 would be nice so that each person could get in at least 3 runs every night.
6. Equipment is good.

Friday, Feb 20th
9:09PM



117,394,932

Level 1 classes - I would like to see these classes with only 2 stations/rings. The four station set up works well for
teaching the dogs and trainers new skills in a short period of time, however, there isn't enough time for the dog/trainer
to practice the skill.

ALSO, the building/stations are much too busy and noisy for young dogs. The majority of these dogs are less than 2
years old and easily distracted.

I realize that a lot goes in to planning and teaching this level and I appreciate it. Thank you!!!!

Friday, Feb 20th
11:58AM

117,312,004

There should be mandatory training for instructors to make sure they're all teaching the same way and seeing the same
things. Some have more experience than others and pick up on the little things, others are okay if you just get through
something but don't pick it apart. We all want to improve so the little details are important. Instructors get a lot of
benefits so should earn them by putting in time to improve their skills.

We need more seminars. I love the ones WAG has put on so far. Great presenters.

The equipment is first rate. Some of the tunnels are not in great shape but that seems to be an ongoing thing as they
don't last long.

We need more space. I would like to see things from trials brought into class to work on but there just isn't room.

Level 3 and Level 4 classes have too many dogs.I would like the option to pay more for a smaller class. Also would be
nice if we could do away with NASCAR and always use the full building (assuming we stay where we are). NASCAR
should focus on a new skill each week and not just running sequences - it could use a skill needed on course side. I would
like the same class level offered multiple times on a night, so if I want to run more than one dog they can each get their
own class instead of having to come another night or having to only run one dog. Should split classes according to
format instead of level - like course work or skills drills or work on specific obstacle skills.

Should add option to pay online for classes.

Wish checks were cashed sooner. I forget they're out there and it makes keeping track difficult. Also can WAG afford to
have that money sitting at WAG instead of in the bank? Encouraging online payment might help with this.

Females in season should be able to participate in the classes with one instructor. Other places do this and it seems to
work for them.

I like the new beginner program, but it seems to have gone off track a bit as more new instructors come in - seeing dogs
with poorer skills coming into the Level 2 class. Mandatory refresher would be good. Also look at students at the end of
each session and if they're all poor in a certain area, then that instructor should get more training or more help during
class.

I like the free ring rental. I have not had much trouble getting times to rent during the weekends. It might help this
problem if all members were trained in opening and closing the building and didn't need watchers. No one should be
allowed to rent more than two hour blocks on multiple days of the week - if you rent a three chunk on one day, then you
shouldn't get another three hour chunk on another day. I understand the perk to instructors but we need to find a way to
make sure other people can get time also. A bigger building may take care of this and then we wouldn't have to limit
times until we hit a point where it becomes a problem again.

Thursday, Feb 19th
3:30PM

117,193,556

I wish there were seminars for specific skills. For example a weaves seminar, or a seminar that can explain all the
different Clubs and trials that are out there, a seminar to explain the different games. This can help the new people like
myself get more involved.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
5:34PM

117,165,598
Ring rental time is hard to find because it appears a handful of trainers/instructors take huge blocks of time every week.
I don't know how to make it fair to those of us who aren't on the 'preferred' list.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
12:35PM

117,157,394

I would like to see handlers with dogs at the appropriate level for classes receive preference over handlers with multiple
dogs who register dogs who aren't at the appropriate level but do so only for convenience. Example a handler who
enters a Level 3 class with a novice dog and an excellent dog and fills up the class so that another excellent level dog
doesn't make it in.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:58AM

117,156,363 Ring rental should be given to someone other than Mary. She doesn't need hours.
Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:56AM

117,093,203 Not enough classes. As a member I still struggle to get into a class.
Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:54PM



117,090,847

I definitely think getting ring rental time can be an issue. Between instructor time & classes, it is pretty impossible to get
a time.

Late start for classes can be an issue. Maybe doing a 15 min time frame from the start of one class to the next to allow
for set up for the next class might help.

I have never had an issue with the instructors. They volunteer their time and I think they are knowledgeable and are
gracious to share their time & skills with us.T

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:13PM

117,057,198

The training program at WAG is excellent but I don’t think the Nascar side is being used properly. I thought the original
intent was to practice skills on the Nascar side, not to run a full jumpers course. It’s too cramped to do what some of the
instructors are trying to do in that space.

Wag offers some top notch seminars at a reasonable price (in comparison to non-WAG sponsored seminars which are
more costly). Keep up the good work. Even though reasonably priced, I can understand why the casual agility handler
might not want to attend due to the cost. I can’t understand why more instructors do not attend the seminars offered at
WAG – especially since a seminar allowance is one of the perks of teaching. Attendance at a certain number of seminars
should be mandatory for instructors in order to keep their skills up to date and to learn something new – kind of like
continuing education in other fields.

Many of the instructors at WAG are excellent and are well qualified to do the job. But the criteria for recruiting
instructors are not stringent enough. There are several instructors – especially those recruited in the last year or so
whose qualifications are not up to par. They either do not have enough experience in agility, have not trialed at the
higher levels or have no experience as an instructor. I realize that WAG has a limitation in that instructors must be
pulled from their membership but not everyone who is willing to teach should be allowed to teach.

If we go into a new building where rent is more, members who rent the ring (including instructors) should be required to
pay a nominal fee – around $5 per hour. This would help offset the wear on the equipment and the rising costs to the
club in utilities, rent, etc.

Instructors should not be allowed unlimited free ring rental. The current practice of unlimited hours of rental shuts out
the rest of the membership from ring rental during prime hours – especially on weekends. This is a club; it is NOT meant
to be a source of income for a few instructors. There are two issues here: free ring rental and unlimited ring rental.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
9:42AM

116,980,473

I realize that most people work and can only take classes in the evening but I think that some people use the building as
their own private training facility for their students. ring rental is very limited as some people have it booked for what
seems like months at a time. people who work are at the mercy of those who use wag as their own "job". I think they
should be limited to just a few days a week and some days are open to everyone.

Monday, Feb 16th
2:32PM

116,973,005

Class sizes are too big in the evening classes. Kris and Donna have small classes that give students the instruction they
need. The others are run a course and maybe get some instruction. The Nascar and course sides should work on the
same things. I.e. rear cross one week, layering another etc. We need a bigger building to fix class size and make courses
more realistic and not so cramped.

Monday, Feb 16th
8:26AM

116,964,987

I would like to see a larger venue; I am a member of both WAG and NOCI and neither club has enough space to set up
full size courses for classes.

Would like to see a later Level 4 class; I can't register for level 4 because the two classes offered to early for my work
schedule.

Monday, Feb 16th
12:13PM

116,961,722

- seminars have been excellent... let's have at least two per year

- ring rental/use policies could be more user-friendly for the entire membership. The policy of letting individuals sign up
for time slots weeks in advance should be amended to a maximum of two weeks out. And while I understand the
important contributions of instructors and other key personnel in the club, there seems to be a monopoly of ring time by
some.

- our equipment is first-class

- class fees are fair and on a par with those at other training facilities

Monday, Feb 16th
11:26AM

116,958,677

Reduce class size In Level 3 and 4 or make the class an hour and a half. Remove Nascar to use the whole ring for Level 3
& 4 or MOVE to larger quarters. Add more seminars. Ring rental for privates is making a business for instructors. They
should give monies back to the club. I realize they will charge the student more, but the club should benefit if the
instructor is benefiting. In current building, reduce or limit the daily rental time allowed for instructors to teach privates.
They make it hard for others to rent the ring.
Instructors should meet to know what each one is teaching. Most people teach what they know. Maybe the instructor
should know more or build more on what is taught in foundation classes. I don't think instructors in the upper levels
know what or how foundation classes are structured.

Monday, Feb 16th
11:04AM



116,912,355

It would be great to limit ring rental times to 1 or 2 hour maximum per day with a total maximum amount per week. It
seems unfair to members that are unable to reserve time because other members have the ring received for 3 or 4
hour increments.
Also, not sure if it is fair that WAG instructors and WAG members can reserve the ring for private lesson instruction
which they are paid. Is WAG getting a fee for these people to make money?
It would be great to change up the lesson schedule every session or two. For example, alternate the later class times
with the different levels.
Classes need to start on time! It is a ripple effect when classes start late and then the following classes start later and
later.
Maybe hold classes specific to the agility venue and course types: CPE, AKC, TDAA, etc

Sunday, Feb 15th
8:18PM

116,909,999 I would like to see more seminars.
Sunday, Feb 15th
7:04PM

116,908,850
It seems that ring time is often dominated by a few members. Perhaps limiting the number of hours per member would
open up ring time to others.

Sunday, Feb 15th
6:16PM



WAG Club Survey

Result Details

Question

02
Category 2: General Building (including cleaning, grounds, ring surface, how it's
organized, etc)

Answers

35
88%

Skips

5
13%

120,915,843

Building maintenance (roof, ice, snow, tree trimming) is a joke due to the landlord. Out of our control. Love the mats, no
issues there. The building always seems to be a mess. Not sure how to fix that with so many people using things and
instructors don't have time to necessarily put things in their proper places so they get pushed out of the way. Need that
organizer person or persons to take over that job again.

Tuesday, Mar 17th
2:05PM

120,862,341
I think things seem to be working out quite well - the new flooring is great and the way the equipment is stored is well
organized and most, except for a few items at the very top, seem to be within easy reach.

Monday, Mar 16th
10:45PM

120,858,390 cleaning is wonderful. ring surface is just okay..
Monday, Mar 16th
9:30PM

120,858,294 More crating space would be great.
Monday, Mar 16th
9:43PM

119,832,996 To small if want to grow and do anything to keep up with change of agility venue
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:49PM

119,599,597

As above question, need more buffer between rings and the people/dogs waiting outside the ring.
A staging or dedicated entrance area where dogs coming in are not a huge distraction to the working dogs. This would
help with traffic, distractions, potential issues.
Having more flat land for potty areas will be beneficial, especially in the winter.
Speaking of winter, the limitations on parking are really bad when key spots are taken up by snow piles. This also makes
taking dogs in/out dangerous with all the ice from cars going over the snow and no dedicated walk ways.

Saturday, Feb 28th
10:04PM

119,554,163 I really like the matting we use at WAG. I don't see dogs slipping ar class or at trials.
Saturday, Feb 28th
11:05AM

119,539,367 All are wonderful.
Saturday, Feb 28th
7:05AM

119,484,303

Crabby Cleaning ladies to a great job of keeping the building clean.
Ring surface is much better than the previous surfaces.
Easy to find other equipment (if put back in the proper places) when ring renting.

Friday, Feb 27th
2:36PM

119,455,680

Parking SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS!
SUCKS! SUCKS! SUCKS!

Need more crating space.

Taller gates to seperate the rings. Many people have dogs that have dog issues. Yes it's a training issue but they are
wasting my time in class to get these dog under control. If we had taller non see through ring gates seperating the rings
it would not be an issue.

If this building was appartments the landlord would be a slum lord. The roof leaks in multiple places and buckets are still
sitting inside the building in preparation for melting when the weather warms up, some of the down spouts are
off/broken crating ice dams and hazardus walking especially by the back door, the parking lot is dark and needs
additional lights, nothing is ever fixed with out multiple people calling multiple times and I was told the landlord is in
banckrupcy? Really? How long will it be before there is a court ordered lock on our door and we are locked out?

The toilets have a rust ring in them and half the times the bathrooms are not even cleaned. There were cobb webs in the
corners on the floor for months. Yes I could have wiped them away but I left them there to see how long they would
remain or if anyone else would wipe them up. MONTHS!!!

Friday, Feb 27th
9:42AM



119,451,008

Many of our blue mats are getting pretty dirty and stained. The bathrooms are a mess- toilets are stained and the
flooring is terrible. If we are staying in this building, we need to address things that are worn out. Also, we should
consider getting rid of the fabric/padded chairs in the ring area. They are dirty and look terrible.

Friday, Feb 27th
9:36AM

119,447,771
Grounds: Can't the parking lot be marked with white lines? That seems like a simple fix that would help. What's up with
all the stowed vehicles taking up spots? Obviously building is too small but that issue is being worked on.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:56AM

119,446,711

We have too much stuff. I think everything has a place, but most people are too lazy to put things away. This is a chronic
problem. Things need to be off the floor and put away. Everything we use cannot be taking up floor space when not in
use.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:58AM

119,445,610

The only problem is size. It would be nice to have a larger space to hold trials, offer more classes and ring rentals.
Crating for trials and parking are also too tight. It does not seem fair to not move to another location because a few
teachers don't want to travel more than 5 minutes. There will always be more teachers if given the opportunity.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:24AM

119,444,316

To possibly avoid dog confrontations make one door entrance and one door exit. Like maybe the door by the office the
entrance only. The door further down close to the big overhead the exit only. The door straight across from the office
entrance door can be both since it is not used as much/often.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:00AM

118,973,393

* WAG is extremely organized and well maintained inside of the building - better than any other club in the area. WAG
does a great job of ensuring that the area is cleaned, well kept, and organized. And when something is not organized or
cleaned, members and leaders do a good job of pulling together members to improve an area not well maintained.
* The office is the only area that is a bit of disarray and should be revisited. Items are somewhat were they should be,
but not always.

Monday, Feb 23rd
1:52PM

118,548,276 Good
Sunday, Feb 22nd
6:21PM

117,431,103

Ring surface is good. Building is well organized and maintained. Although the office could use a little more organization.
:-)
Year after year the roof leaks and never gets fixed. Parking is very limited. For trials, parking across the street is
available, but this cannot be counted on. More crating space is needed for trials, a bigger ring is needed for trials. Even
if WAG stays in the building, how long will it take for the roof to be fixed and for the wall to be taken down? I don't believe
staying in the current building is an option.

Friday, Feb 20th
9:09PM

117,394,932

I am satisfied with the building size and condition.

The COCL do a very good job keeping it clean.

I know that we have problems with the leaking roof but that seems to be resolved eventually.

The organization of equipment is very good.

Friday, Feb 20th
11:58AM

117,312,004

Parking sucks. Design of parking lot is just bad and spots are too close together for everyone with big dog vehicles. Lines
need to be repainted. The steep hills are dangerous especially in the winter. Mosquitoes are awful in the summer - we
need the landlord to spray back there or cut back the trees so there aren't so many.

WAG should keep a big trash can of salt in the parking lot so people can put their own salt if it's slippery without having
to walk over the ice to get to the building first. I have wanted to put salt down before but sometimes can't find it - need to
do a better job of keeping it stocked in the winter. Building is clean except bathroom sometimes.

I like the ring surface. Ring area needs to be bigger.

Entry area is too crowded and too hard to move from one side of building to the other for two instructor classes. If we
move, this should be planned out better with traffic flow in mind. Could have different in and out doors like they do at
Cardunal.

Thursday, Feb 19th
3:30PM

117,193,556 I just wish it were bigger. My big dog doesn't have enough room to move.
Wednesday, Feb 18th
5:34PM

117,157,394
I think WAG could do a better job with managing the parking lot in winter. The ice is horrible at times and unsafe to walk
on.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:58AM



117,156,363
Unused equipment (particularly jumps and wings) are not put away properly. Don't just throw it on a shelf or stick it in a
corner.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:56AM

117,093,203
Not enough parking. Crating area is too small and for the love of Pete could some one put down some ice melt in that
parking lot before we have a law suit.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:54PM

117,090,847

They ring area is fine, however the areas outside the rings are cramped.
It is a pain in the butt if you have a crate in the front row to get to your dog in class because of people sitting right in front
of the crates.
They move but it is still a pain.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:13PM

117,057,198

WAG does the best it can with the current space. The limitations on the size and configuration of the building, grounds
and parking are outside of WAG’s control in this location.

The mats are very nice.

The weekly cleaning crew is the best. The club can’t ask for a more devoted group of people. (No, I am not one of them
but appreciate the cleanliness of the building).

Tuesday, Feb 17th
9:42AM

116,980,473

the equipment seems to be placed in good locations and if there is a piece of equipment needed, it is relatively easy to
get to. the surface seems to be find and works well for all. the building is always clean except for the occasional "fuzzy"
floating across the floor but that is normal.

Monday, Feb 16th
2:32PM

116,973,005

We do the best we can with the space we have, but that hill outside is a death trap in winter. You can't use it to potty
dogs with snow/ice out there. Our building is clean and well maintained indoors, now we have roof leaks and everything,
but that's out of our control. It's also too small and has no parking.

Monday, Feb 16th
8:26AM

116,964,987
Like the general organization; I like the surface; my dog tends to want to eat the rubber granules on artifical turf so
prefer the current surface.

Monday, Feb 16th
12:13PM

116,961,722

- The parking situation, at any time of year, is marginal. In winter it's much worse and unsafe at times, especially at night
when the icy spots are not apparent.

- Our building is among the cleanest facilities in the area, thanks to the weekly commitment of the underrated COCL
crew!

- We are still sadly in need of storage space.

- The landlord could do his part in two major ways: (1) remove the piles of snow that clutter not only the parking lot but
the potty area near the building, and (2) pick up after his own dog!

Monday, Feb 16th
11:26AM

116,958,677
Our building is always clean except for the toilets. The grounds are treacherous when wet or snowy. Ring surface should
be turf since that is what is used for the majority of trials. We need more space.

Monday, Feb 16th
11:04AM

116,912,355 Organization is good. Building is clean.
Sunday, Feb 15th
8:18PM

116,909,999
I would like to have a bigger building to go to where there is a better flow around the rings and crates. We need better
lighting!

Sunday, Feb 15th
7:04PM

116,909,433
One of the outside pens is falling apart. Is someone responsible for repairs? The floors in the restrooms always look
dirty. If that doesn't come off with cleaning, are there any plans for replacing the tiles?

Sunday, Feb 15th
5:55PM

116,908,850
More parking.
Better ring gates.

Sunday, Feb 15th
6:16PM



WAG Club Survey

Result Details

Question

03
Category 3: Business/Organization (including rules, policies, meetings, club
leadership, finances, etc)

Answers

31
78%

Skips

9
23%

120,915,843

Communication to the membership from the board is poor. I know that's being addressed. The board seems to move
very slowly and often appears to be ineffective. Not to say that snap decisions should be made.
I think dues should be raised and/or ring rental should not be free.

Tuesday, Mar 17th
2:05PM

120,862,341

Policies are do not seem to be easily available for review by the members. think they should be posted. we know how
much money we have but not sure we know what amount we are committed to each month - rent, utilities, any open
items.

Monday, Mar 16th
10:45PM

120,858,390 I think the board has a difficult job at most times.
Monday, Mar 16th
9:30PM

119,832,996

Know minutes of meeting posted before next meeting/ just ask if anyone has not seen / changes / 1st2nd past min.
Move on.
I think some people forgot this is a group club not individual. Attitudes of some will hurt this club and will not move
forward.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:49PM

119,599,597

This is a club but it seems a few people make all the decisions and head the majority of the functions. We have a lot of
new members, give them a chance to shine and provide new ideas for growth.
As a club, sharing information is key- this is not happening. There are no meeting minutes posted so sharing information
is limited.
Empower committees. A committee should have a leader and someone who can report back to the board and back to
the membership.

Saturday, Feb 28th
10:04PM

119,554,163 Already brought suggestions to the Board
Saturday, Feb 28th
11:05AM

119,539,367 All are wonderful.
Saturday, Feb 28th
7:05AM

119,455,680

Information needs to be shared down to the general club members like what the board and special committees are
doing. We know they are there and we know they are doing stuff but what is that stuff.

The people representing the special committees should be required to be present at meetings to provide updates.
Provide meeting minutes so the rest of us can see what is going on.

Friday, Feb 27th
9:42AM

119,451,008

Members should be required to attend at least one meeting a year. We have too many members who are never in our
building.

Checks need to be deposited in a timely manner.

Friday, Feb 27th
9:36AM

119,447,771

Run the organization like a business not just as a convenience to key people. Everyone should have equal benefits. Too
many side bar meetings that make people feel left out or not important. Make decisions! Be more decisive! Don't let
issues drag on just because confrontation is uncomfortable. Finances: Deposit funds more timely. Money sitting around
in a lock box or from a trial loses interest and value.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:56AM

119,446,711
Members need to have access to meeting minutes so that they can be kept abreast of when is being discussed and can
provide input before decisions are made.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:58AM

119,444,316 Checks paid to the club deposited in the month they were written not two months after they were written.
Friday, Feb 27th
8:00AM



118,973,393

* One-third (or any other amount agreed upon) of private lesson payments to be paid to WAG (this is consistent with
others who train at WAG monthly and are members). (Or they should be charged a portion of the rental fee and any
additional cost would go to the instructor hosting the private)
* Membership should be required to attend at least 1 general membership meeting (maybe even 2?) a year? (We only
have 1 a quarter and currently don’t typically have enough membership to even make quorum. That’s unacceptable, and
people should be eager to come and support the decisions being made in the club.)
* Need to have an end of the year survey to allow the membership a voice. (What is the club doing well? What can the
club do to improve? Etc.)
* Minutes should be posted or sent out to members prior to the next meeting.
* Committees/officers should be required to be at the member meetings or at a minimum provide a report.
* Consider limiting consecutive officer terms (2?). Need to determine pros and cons.

Monday, Feb 23rd
1:52PM

118,548,276 Good
Sunday, Feb 22nd
6:21PM

117,431,103 Board works hard, just needs more transparency and member input.
Friday, Feb 20th
9:09PM

117,394,932

Communication is key and I think rather than starting a newsletter committee, we should be building a club
communication section on our WAG site.

Put everything there in an organized fashion and let members know when something new is posted with a link to that
page.

Friday, Feb 20th
11:58AM

117,312,004

Members need to know what's going on! Meetings should be a chance to have our voices heard and not just updates (or
lack of updates when committee chairs don't bother to show up). There is no good reason to come to meetings most of
the time.

There should be more disclosure on finances - what does WAG make on each trial, how much on classes, how much
profit or loss each year.

Membership needs to understand how to get on the board - a lot of people would probably like to but don't understand
how it works. I think we need to keep knowledgeable people in the key positions but should rotate in other members to
the general positions.

For those who can't make it to meetings, a transcript from the meeting would be nice to have. The minutes (when there
are any) are so general and don't include discussions, which are important because the membership can still give
comments on things that are undecided, but not if we don't know what they are.

Thursday, Feb 19th
3:30PM

117,193,556 I am not clear on how to get on a committee. I would like to participate more at WAG but don't know how to do it.
Wednesday, Feb 18th
5:34PM

117,157,394

I would like to see worker hours for travel time for members traveling over 30 minutes to help out when they don't have
dogs entered in events.

This may not be practical or possible but it would be nice to be able to register for classes, enter trials and even pay
online.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:58AM

117,156,363

It seems that a only a few people have all the jobs. It's fine for board members to have one extra job, but I think the club
would be better represented if some jobs were given to the rank and file. For example, Mary and Patti Jo should not be
on the fun match committee. This can be offered to other members who need hours.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:56AM

117,093,203
More information needs to be filtered down to members. I'm sure the board knows what the board is doing but what
about the rest of the members. There seems to be a commitee for everything what are they all so busy doing?

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:54PM

117,090,847

I very much like the idea of publishing the minutes of the board and general membership meetings. Not everyone lives
close to the building and may not be able to attend on a regular basis.
It is nice to be kept in the loop especially when there are important things going on, like a possible move to a new site.

I do have a problem with checks not being cashed in a timely manner. It can take a month or more which is really
unacceptable. It makes it very difficult to keep your finances straight with outstanding checks.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:13PM



117,057,198

The members and students need to be reminded of the rules of conduct in and around the building on an annual basis.
For example – start up and shut down of the building, how to leave the rings after renting, maintaining cleanliness in and
around the building (picking up after your dog, not leaving food out, putting food waste in covered garbage can etc.).
Because we always have new members joining, they might not be aware of WAG rules – especially the unwritten ones. It
would be a good idea to refresh everyone’s memory on a regular basis.

Other clubs have a meeting requirement of their members, why doesn’t WAG? I don’t think it’s too much to ask
everybody to attend at least one meeting a year. Board members should do their best to attend every meeting. If a
board member cannot attend most meetings, they might reconsider whether they should be on the board.

I have a big concern about being able to afford a new building. WAG can’t assume that they will be able to fill more
classes to make up the difference in the costs of a new building. If WAG currently had a waiting list for most classes,
then I’d be less concerned. I hope the board takes all this into consideration when evaluating a new building.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
9:42AM

116,980,473

I think sometimes it seems that we are always "recycling" the same people just in different positions or with time off and
then they are back. the general membership does not seem to want to vote someone else in either because they don't
know people or just don't care.

Monday, Feb 16th
2:32PM

116,973,005
Should/Does the club need to go back and re-evaluate the rules/policies that may not apply, or need to be updated since
the club has grown so much in the last few years.

Monday, Feb 16th
8:26AM

116,964,987
I feel pretty much in the dark about finances. Wondering if we can afford a bigger facility, but like the proposed building.
No objection to any of the current rules or policies and like the free ring time!

Monday, Feb 16th
12:13PM

116,961,722

- This one is a real 'mine field'... I could be mistaken, but I have a sense that the leadership in general would prefer to
maintain the status quo - as opposed to looking forward to changes that could benefit all interests. I do understand that
there is a certain feeling of 'ownership' involved, stemming from the fact that a small group of individuals were
instrumental in starting the club. They, in turn, expect a certain amount of clout when it comes to running the operation.
That's human nature, but I would suggest that the Board look around them at the newer members who have
enthusiasm, ideas, and talents to share and be generous enough to acknowledge these realities in practical terms.

Monday, Feb 16th
11:26AM

116,958,677

We all know who runs the club and gets what ever she wants and its not PJ. She lobbies to make her point and no one
seems to want to go against her. I like the continuity of the board, but maybe new active members should be on the
board. I realize that these board members do work, but they are sedentary about new and future ideas for the club.
At meetings, board member or committee member usually have nothing to say. If they are at the meeting a report of
what they are heading should be mentioned. If they are not there a written report to the president should be available. It
is a waste of time to go to a meeting because "we never hear what is going on". Every once in a while you provide topics
in advance which
may bring out membership. Minutes should be available to the members prior to the general meeting not read at the
meeting. Maybe we should also hear more about what is going on at the board meetings.

Monday, Feb 16th
11:04AM

116,912,355 Club BOD limited to a certain amount of terms. i.e.: 2 term limit?
Sunday, Feb 15th
8:18PM

116,909,999 I would like to see reminder emails if someone is behind in hours or dues.
Sunday, Feb 15th
7:04PM

116,908,850 More money making venture. Possibly sell WAG logo items, more trial and matches, seminars.
Sunday, Feb 15th
6:16PM



WAG Club Survey

Result Details

Question

04 Category 4: Trials (including venues offered, location, organization, etc)
Answers

35
88%

Skips

5
13%

120,915,843
Would like to see UKI added when we have more space. More CPE trials too. A weekend of Novice only or Novice/Open
AKC would be nice.

Tuesday, Mar 17th
2:05PM

120,862,341

Right now the venues seem to be working. not sure if the cpe folks are happy with the building but if the trials fill then I
would assume that they are. don't want to see our venues more further north and west as the building will be outside my
drive time - will be further than going to some trials.

Monday, Mar 16th
10:45PM

120,858,390 would like more venues offered. this building is small even for cpe,
Monday, Mar 16th
9:30PM

120,858,294 More trials at home would be great!
Monday, Mar 16th
9:43PM

119,832,996 To keep up with trial needs or is the club happy where it's at. Moving no where while we grow our handling and teaching
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:49PM

119,599,597

I think WAG trials are run very smoothly and efficiently. Nice job!
I think we might be providing more support for our trials if we offered varied fun matches to support more than just AKC
runs. Thinking thru some options should be with the 'fun match committee'

Saturday, Feb 28th
10:04PM

119,554,163

I think if we move, our CPE trials will fill. If we need to add any CPE trials, it should be in either Jan or Feb. I hope we will
also add some 1 ring AKC trials. USDAA is expanding in the area. It could probably support more trials. UKI is trying to
get started, but the last trial in Plainfield was not well attended.

I would like to know if we are making any profit on the UKC trials and the TDAA trials.

Saturday, Feb 28th
11:05AM

119,539,367 All are wonderful.
Saturday, Feb 28th
7:05AM

119,484,303

Only do the AKC trials - always well organized and the Libertyville site has EXCELLENT footing - well worth the drive.

Don't participate in CPE, TDAA or UKC trials - but nice that the club can offer those and use the clubs building - makes
money for the club and no added rental expense.

Friday, Feb 27th
2:36PM

119,455,680 Can we bring in new venues like UKI.
Friday, Feb 27th
9:42AM

119,451,008 Since AKC has increased the number of allowable trials, why don't we add a novice only trial at our building?
Friday, Feb 27th
9:36AM

119,447,771
Trials are very well run in every venue. Unfavorable feedback tends to pertain to small building size with limited crating
and parking for trials held at the building.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:56AM

119,446,711 We got this!
Friday, Feb 27th
8:58AM

119,445,610

I think Libertyville is a pain having to move equipment. I have been part of the moving team many times and it is very
difficult. At the end of the trial everyone is exhausted but most people head on home. Leaving approximately a dozen
people to haul and load the truck. Last time that consisted of about 10 ladies over 50, 2 men and a couple of ladies
under 50. The ramps on the trucks are dangerous.
I suggest looking into hiring a few moving people that are not exhausted from trailing all weekend and can lift things
better.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:24AM



119,444,316

Possibly find a location closer to WAG or West of WAG for one of the trials each year. I realize there are not an
abundance of locations for trials. Not sure how far "Agility at the Farm" is from WAG. They have equipment on premise.
Possible location for a trial?

Friday, Feb 27th
8:00AM

118,973,393

* Need to move so that we can increase our venue options (UKI, USDAA, etc.) as well as increase current trials (AKC),
etc.
* Trials are well organized, but we need more space for those hosted onsite. These are the trials that are the most
suffering.

Monday, Feb 23rd
1:52PM

118,548,276 Continue multiple venues akc, UKC. Etc
Sunday, Feb 22nd
6:21PM

117,431,103
Should look into offering UKI or USDAA. Look into practicality of keeping UKC. Once in the new building consider offering
the Novice only AKC trials. Those always did well and were a lot of fun.

Friday, Feb 20th
9:09PM

117,394,932
So far I have only been interested in AKC trials. Hosting them at the LSC is good except when they are bouncing balls
against the walls and making it sound like it is thundering outside.

Friday, Feb 20th
11:58AM

117,312,004

I like the AKC trials at Libertyville, but if we move would like to also offer one-ring AKC trials at WAG. I don't do CPE but
have heard a lot of complaints about space at the CPE trials. We seem to be losing entries compared to other places. It's
more work, but would WAG make more money to move these cramped trials off-site? Maybe look at doing 2 rings?

If WAG moves, I would like us to invite other clubs to use our building for trials - more trials close to home in a familiar
location would be great. The AKC trials are very well organized.

I think we need to re-examine some of the other venues that don't seem to have a lot of member interest and don't
make much money (TDAA and UKC). A seminar or fun match might be a better use of the building. It's not all about the
money, but when most members don't bother to enter or work the trial, how much benefit is to have to WAG to have it?

Thursday, Feb 19th
3:30PM

117,193,556 If we get a bigger facility, I would like to see more of them at WAG
Wednesday, Feb 18th
5:34PM

117,157,394 Hopefully we can get the new building. :)
Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:58AM

117,093,203 Not enough parking and not enough crating.
Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:54PM

117,090,847

The trials are great. Organized & fun.
Sometimes I think that people forget that everyone who takes on a job at the trial, whether it is big like the table crew or
small like bar setter is a volunteer. We all have to be nice to one another.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:13PM

117,057,198

WAG puts on some of the best AKC trials around. I can’t say how WAG compares in venues other than AKC.

I don’t know if WAG is making a profit on its trials but this is something that should be examined closely. If a certain type
of trial is not making a profit, the financials should be examined to see if we can turn it around. If it can't be turned
around, the trial should be discontinued.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
9:42AM

116,980,473 Trials seem to always run very smoothly and any questions that arise seem to be answered in a timely manner.
Monday, Feb 16th
2:32PM

116,973,005

We definitely need to look at what organisations we support. UKI and USDAA, and ASCA (is returning to the area) are
growing organisations that we should support. We need to break that stigma in the club that CPE and other venues other
than AKC are lesser organisations, They generate a lot of money for the club and a lot of club members participate. We
need to look at adding the other AKC dates.

With regards to AKC, we HAVE to look at a different facility for the November trial. Have we looked at Barrington sports
complex? They have 40+ thousand feet of turf, and may be cheaper in November than Libertyville. 11,000 for facility
rental is eating all the profit we make.

Monday, Feb 16th
8:26AM

116,964,987
I have heard some grumbling about the Libertville venue used for AKC trials; I have no problem with it myself. It's much
more convenient that driving to McCook or some of the other venues.

Monday, Feb 16th
12:13PM



116,961,722

- We need to revisit the CPE operation in terms of oversight and accountability. The first suggestion would be to train at
least one other member to handle the CPR program from start to finish. The AKC committee has several members who
are well-versed in handling their program and the redundancy is an insurance policy that all will go on smoothly, even if
someone has an emergency.
We have no such back-up in CPE, although there are several members who have the computer expertise and could
easily learn the system.

- The Libertyville site is my very favorite and I hope we can keep it going forward, but I was told that we did not fare well
profit-wise at the November trial. Time for a change there? Maybe a one-ring trial at another site?

Monday, Feb 16th
11:26AM

116,958,677 The trials need to pay for themselves and make a profit.
Monday, Feb 16th
11:04AM

116,945,033

Enforce club hours fairly. There are a few trial ring captains that only get their club hours by working the Libertyville
trials. But they do not stay for the entire day, and have others cover their hours/time requirement. This should NOT
count for their yearly requirement.

I have been told by at least 7 handlers that<name removed> is very short to them with her answers, almost rude. That is 
no way to act to our customers. She should be replaced.

Monday, Feb 16th
9:44AM

116,912,355 Offer CPE trials at other locations with better crating space and perhaps 2 rings.
Sunday, Feb 15th
8:18PM

116,909,999
I would like to have more shows at Libertyville. I would love to do an outdoor show, if we had the proper venue. (My dog
likes running outside better than inside.)

Sunday, Feb 15th
7:04PM

116,909,433
We probably have the best run trials around. But it seems like the same people manage it all. Are we wearing them out?
Should more folks share the responsibilities? It might be helpful to train additional people for trial management.

Sunday, Feb 15th
5:55PM

116,908,850
Better crating at WAG building trials.
More trials.

Sunday, Feb 15th
6:16PM



WAG Club Survey

Result Details

Question

05
Category 5: General. Anything else not covered above, absolutely anything to do
with WAG.

Answers

23
58%

Skips

17
43%

120,915,843

Need to somehow engage the entire membership in the workings of the club. There is so much to do besides trial work.
Maybe require a minimum of 40% of work hour requirement be made up of non-trial work.
Really enjoyed the anniversary party. Would like to see annual get-togethers to help the membership be more cohesive.
Heck, there are members now that I don't even know. This would give the members a chance to get to know each other.
Trials used to be small and somewhat intimate...you all kind of knew each other. Not anymore.

Tuesday, Mar 17th
2:05PM

120,862,341

I don't want to see us becoming too far into debt or to decide on a facility that is bigger than what we can handle and
then being stuck with monthly fees that can not be met. A bigger facility might be great but you will need staff to run it,
more equipment to purchase and take care of and always hoping that more students will fund the monthly fees.

Monday, Mar 16th
10:45PM

120,858,294

Thanks to everyone who is putting all the extra time into this project! Remember, we as WAG voted for you to all
represent us. You will never make 100% of the people happy all the time. You will also lose some members over this
change. Accept that is going to happen and keep doing the best job you can.

Monday, Mar 16th
9:43PM

119,832,996 Any one who is teaching privates should pay back into the club.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:49PM

119,554,163

In bringing ideas and thoughts to the Board at the last meeting, I hope that the Board will be open and really look at each
item on the list provided. Even though you might have done something in the past and felt it didn't work, the club is 87
members strong and growing, it is not the same club it used to be.

Saturday, Feb 28th
11:05AM

119,539,367 Thanks to the club for such a great place.
Saturday, Feb 28th
7:05AM

119,447,771

It seems the club is becoming devisive. Old guard versus new guard. AKC versus CPE, UKC, TDAA etc. My way versus
your way. We need productive discussions to improve but sometimes it seems there is a combative attitude which
doesn't help anyone. Agility is supposed to be a fun time playing with our dogs. Lets stop the negativity and pull together
for the good of everyone.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:56AM

119,446,711

It seems a very small number of people do the lion's share of work at WAG. The old time members remember all the
work it was to get the club up and running, while new members come in to see a well-running machine. We need those
new members to take a more active role in helping to keep the club running.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:58AM

117,394,932

I admire the hard work that is put in by the board, instructors and everyone that works so hard on a volunteer basis to
make our club an excellent place to train and work.

Thank you!

Friday, Feb 20th
11:58AM

117,312,004

Too many members complaining about stuff but when it comes time to ask for help on things no one steps up. All
members are business owners of WAG and should put in some effort to help run the club. We have some members who
I think only joined to get into the AKC trials and don't help with anything else. It leaves a small number of the members to
do the major load of the work. Maybe it's time to raise worker requirements. All members should contribute to the club
more than just paying their annual dues.

Thursday, Feb 19th
3:30PM

117,193,556
It seems there is alot of problems with Yahoo. Is there another way to communicate with members? I have just given up
on trying to deal with Yahoo.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
5:34PM



117,165,598

Trials--when I volunteer for jobs, it seems that sometimes we are thrust into a position that we are not properly trained
for. I think some of the newer people to the sport could use some training, without the stress of being perfect that occurs
at a trial. Maybe offer up some Newbie training? Simple things like bar-setting can become difficult when you add
double, or triple, ascending jumps and the judge is waiting for you to figure it out. I would personally prefer to attend a
class than be under the pressure of a trial and do a job wrong.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
12:35PM

117,157,394

Keep up the good work! The building is always clean and the class selection is good with plenty of challenging courses
set up each week. I appreciate all of the hard work that people go through in planning and doing all the behind the
scenes work to make WAG the successful agility club that it has been both as a teaching facility and an exhibiting facility.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:58AM

117,156,363
In general I would like to see more members participating in club organization and events. It seems the board has all the
power and members have no voice.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:56AM

117,093,203

WAG seems to be stuck in a time warp. Long time members are happy doing things 'the same as we always have' while
new members are eager for change. Some instructures need to get away from training agaility from the 80's. Methods
have changed an not all the instructors are moving forward and embracing those changes. There has to be some happy
medium. I also hate that those people who only run AKC seem to think anyone who doesn't is a lesser citizen. AKC may
have been what founded WAG but it is not the only game in town anymore. WAG is limiting themselves by not embracing
those other venues and making members feel more comfortable about not running AKC.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:54PM

117,090,847 Looking forward to seeing a newsletter.
Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:13PM

116,980,473

It seems that we need to police the crate area a bit more thoroughly and if any of the "ring renters" are abusing the
privilege of using a public crate then maybe they can no longer rent the ring. it seems that some folks just don't have
any consideration for what is not theirs and I think there needs to be consequences for their actions.

Monday, Feb 16th
2:32PM

116,973,005

We should look at holding more and different types of seminars, from obedience/rally to behavior etc. There's a LOT of
dog owners that could be interested in these types of classes and could easily generate a lot of revenue. Also, we need
more novice dog seminars. Yes, a lot of people have masters/excellent dogs, but we push all these people through level
1, and then that's it. We should look to get these people the experience and training to push them to the next level.

Monday, Feb 16th
8:26AM

116,964,987 Is it possible to enter worker hours on-line? If not, I'd like to see this.
Monday, Feb 16th
12:13PM

116,961,722
- Thanks to all who contribute to the training program at WAG!

You make it possible for all of us to enjoy the benefits of this club...

Monday, Feb 16th
11:26AM

116,958,677

Club needs to make more money. Having a limited bank balance is NOT in line with not for profit organization. It is more
in line with a club that can't sustain itself. If we are supporting a venue that is not making at least 20% profit, it should be
looked into. Bring money back to the club for ring rentals for private lessons is an option. Glad to see we started with a
minimal increase in class fees. Charge more for Fun Runs. How can we afford a move towards better parking and ring
size without extral monies. Limiting our possible move to 15 minutes, as mentioned, should be changed. We should be
looking over a larger area. The Genoa City building is superb if it was in illinois closer to say Cary or Crystal Lake where
more people are.

Monday, Feb 16th
11:04AM

116,909,999 It would be nice to be able to Skype a meeting.
Sunday, Feb 15th
7:04PM

116,909,433

There should be more emphasis on recruiting new members .. Esp if the club is going to expand its space, thus
necessitating more workers in the building and grounds and any additional trials we hold there. Non-members often
have no idea there are advantages for them to become a member. Doesn't seem like the number of members is
growing.

Sunday, Feb 15th
5:55PM



WAG Club Survey

Result Details

Question

06

Communication: Many details go into the day to day running of the club; not all
members may be aware of the decisions made or issues that come up. Please let
us know what you would like to see in regards to communication from the Board
to the membership and also communication within the club (committees, etc).
What information would you like to hear about and how would you like to receive
it (email, members only web page, newsletter, etc)?

Answers

36
90%

Skips

4
10%

120,915,843

I think committee chairs should be required to either attend all meetings or submit reports to be read at all meetings.
Would like to see the newsletter revived. Would like to see PoPs changes in the newsletter. Perhaps PoPs should be
emailed to every member every year after dues are paid. Not that all would read them, but at least the effort was made
to put the information in front of them.

Tuesday, Mar 17th
2:05PM

120,862,341
to publish the minutes of the meetings - all meetings - such as committees, board, etc. so we are all aware of what is
going on.

Monday, Mar 16th
10:45PM

120,858,294 Email is the best way to communicate with everyone efficiently. Use what you have learned and make the decisions.
Monday, Mar 16th
9:43PM

119,832,996 Email. Newsletter are nice. If someone has time to do it again
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:49PM

119,599,597

Communications are very weak. Miss conceptions happen when folks are not in the know.
A members only page would be very helpful. I think some ideas for the newsletter could also help share info. I think the
committees should generate regular reports. If they don't meet often, then maybe only quarterly.

Saturday, Feb 28th
10:04PM

119,554,163
Already brought concern to the board. Minutes, agenda items, decisions should all be communicated through a member
page with an email letting members know what new is posted. This should be done in a timely manner.

Saturday, Feb 28th
11:05AM

119,539,367 We are fine with the way things are.
Saturday, Feb 28th
7:05AM

119,484,303
Would be nice to have a members only section of the website with "club specific" information, and board / general
meeting details example details on the research of the club moving to a new location or enlarging the current location.

Friday, Feb 27th
2:36PM

119,455,680

email or members only web page is fine.

I would like to see financials and special committee updates
Friday, Feb 27th
9:42AM

119,451,008 Meeting minutes should be posted to our member web site within one week of both general and board meetings.
Friday, Feb 27th
9:36AM

119,447,771

Communication needs to be spread out in various methods. Some people don't read emails. Some don't attend
meetings. Private sidebar meetings among people exist. Not everyone looks at the website. All you can do is make the
information available in as many ways as possible. The newsletter of years ago was interesting but that was before
widespread email communications. It is one way of communicating if the information is timely. Once a quarterly
probably isn't enough but monthly is probably not feasible. Meeting minutes posted or emailed might help a bit.
Information about club decisions, issues, changes, future direction, people, accomplishments, venues, helpful tips about
products, training whatever that will make dog ownership in general better as well as improved agility performance.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:56AM

119,446,711 I think email would provide the most timely communication.
Friday, Feb 27th
8:58AM

119,444,316
A newsletter via email covering board meetings and membership meetings on what was discussed and/or voted on and
upcoming events/happenings at the club.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:00AM



118,973,393

I'd love to see the newsletter returned. A members only web page is perfect for storing minutes and other areas for
discussion (discussion form maybe instead of emails to ask questions to others without eating everyone's email space.
And if someone wants to be apart of that thread, they can subscribe to it?)

Monday, Feb 23rd
1:52PM

118,548,276 Email
Sunday, Feb 22nd
6:21PM

117,431,103

Club business, decisions that were made, upcoming business that needs resolution, these could be on the members
only page with e-mails when the page is updated. Expand membership meetings with more details from committees --
what was decided, what is currently being worked on, ask membership for suggestions.
Newsletter would be nice for member stuff: who's doing what, titles, new dogs, other activities outside of agility.

Friday, Feb 20th
9:09PM

117,394,932
Anything that affects our club members and the way the club is managed.

Post it to the members only area of the WAG site and let members know when something new is posted.

Friday, Feb 20th
11:58AM

117,312,004

WAG board is very bad at communicating. So are committees. There should be minutes issued soon after every meeting
and also a highlight of key discussions - even if no decision is made on something, what was talked about and what is the
next step before a decision is made? Committees should send updates to the membership too.

There should be a continued open and anonymous way for the membership to give suggestions to the board or suggest
topics for the membership to discuss. This survey is nice, but it shouldn't be a one-time thing. Anyone should be able to
make a suggestion at any time and have it presented to the membership for input (not just the board). The board should
make decisions, but should know the membership opinion on important items before deciding. Topics to be decided on
at board meetings should be sent out with more notice than the day or two before a meeting, so the membership has
time to give their thoughts on it too. There should be more detail on what the topic is about so members know if they
want to say anything about it or not. Sometimes it's so general you don't know if it's something worth coming to the
meeting for or not. Board should invite feedback by email and read those at the meetings for those who can't come to
the meeting in person. Has WAG considered a conference call option for all meetings? Board meetings people could call
in and go on mute if they want to hear a discussion.

Thursday, Feb 19th
3:30PM

117,193,556
I think all information is good and some is more interesting to some people than others. I know I get my email so
information sent that way is best for me.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
5:34PM

117,165,598 I like to get the information via email.
Wednesday, Feb 18th
12:35PM

117,157,394 An emailed Newsletter would be great including minutes from the Board meetings.
Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:58AM

117,156,363
Minutes of meetings should be available within 2 to 3 weeks. Let us know by email when they are posted. Also decisions
made by the board by email should be posted monthly.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:56AM

117,093,203
What is the board doing? What are the commitees doing? I would like to see meeting minutes on the members only
section.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:54PM

117,090,847
Board minutes, general membership minutes and a newsletter is great. Email or members only web page is fine as long
as the information is communicated with the membership.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:13PM

117,064,380
It would be nice to have a recap of meetings; nothing formal, just a summary of what was discussed and any decisions
that were made. They could be in the files section of the Yahoo group so members could access them if they wanted to.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
10:50AM

117,057,198

The membership does not see minutes of board or general meetings on a regular basis. Can’t even remember when the
last ones were posted on the Yahoo site. If the Yahoo site is problematic, please email minutes to the Yahoo email list
within a week of the meeting.

It would also be nice to see a detailed agenda prior to the board meetings.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
9:42AM

116,980,473
For some of us that can not get to the meetings, I think that the board and the general membership minutes should be
posted on the web so we can all view them and then we are aware of what is going on not getting this info second hand.

Monday, Feb 16th
2:32PM



116,973,005

Communication is key to any organisation. We should look to revive the newsletter and use it to communicate to the club
on a monthly basis. It can offer up club happenings, encourage people to give feedback, since communication is a 2-way
street. The board doesn't always know what the club wants or is saying and visa-versa. The newsletter can also have
brags, and who received what title at the last trial. Also, spotlighting non-agility activities. I.e. Person X did this at an
obedience trial or herding/tracking trial etc. Showing what other people can do with their dogs is a great way to show
what we can do as a dog sport facility.

Monday, Feb 16th
8:26AM

116,964,987 I thought the e-mail that I recent received from Mary was great. Ideally, I'd like to see an e-mailed newsletter.
Monday, Feb 16th
12:13PM

116,961,722 - Any'all info would be welcome, preferably via email.
Monday, Feb 16th
11:26AM

116,958,677

General membership minutes should be emailed previous to the meeting. More input from each committee or board
member at the general meeting either in person or by document presented by another board member. How much
money do we really have and where does it go. Maybe post the treasurers report at the meeting for all to look at. A
newsletter would be good if we did things other than agility. I think email is appropriate although information on a
members only page on the web site might also work.

Monday, Feb 16th
11:04AM

116,912,355

Publish board meeting minutes (include agenda item, discussion notes, decisions, timelines, etc) after each meeting.
Same for "committee" meetings. A member only website would be a good place to communicate this information.
Also, post when all committee meetings are being held.

Sunday, Feb 15th
8:18PM

116,909,999
I like the emails and having a listing on the WAG website. I also think that having a set of minutes in the building would be
nice.

Sunday, Feb 15th
7:04PM

116,909,433

The only sharing of info from board work (what the club is planning, where we stand financially, etc) usually comes to
members as rumors or gossip. Why aren't board minutes shared with us? Are there board Minutes? Why aren't
membership minutes shared? Much talk about moving the club .... What's the status? What's the timeframe for
decisions? We have the impression that some decisions are deferred until certain board members agree or disagree
with the proposal. What are the long term plans for the club? The entire Membership doesn't need to make decisions on
everything - that's what board members are for.

What happened to the newsletter? Look at what other clubs are sending to their members monthly or every other month
(column from president about what the board is working on, meeting minutes, listing of upcoming classes and who is
teaching, announcements, who to contact for what, recognition of dogs and handlers titles). The website needs to be
kept up to date every week, every day sometimes.

Sunday, Feb 15th
5:55PM

116,908,850

Newsletter would be fun.
More information given to members.
How to get on committees, how to become an instructor, how to do trial jobs, be a trial chair or secretary.

Sunday, Feb 15th
6:16PM

116,908,711 email anything that the board thinks pertinent
Sunday, Feb 15th
6:27PM



WAG Club Survey

Result Details

Question

07
Vision for the future: In what direction would you like to see WAG go? Where
would you like to see WAG 10 years from now?

Answers

37
93%

Skips

3
8%

120,915,843
I would like to see us continue to grow. I would like to see the membership be more cohesive and maybe we are too big
for that anymore.

Tuesday, Mar 17th
2:05PM

120,862,341
10 years is a bit far out for anyone to ask - I think it is more realistic to ask about 5 years and I would hope that we are
still running our very efficient trials and serving the agility community in this area.

Monday, Mar 16th
10:45PM

120,858,294

WAG is a place/club for me to do something as a recreation. I hope that WAG will always keep its spirit of having fun and
trying to make each team the best they can be. Agility should always be something fun. I would love WAG 10 years from
now to have a nice big building that we can hold AKC trials at consistently, our own club or other clubs.

Monday, Mar 16th
9:43PM

119,832,996
I would hope forward not back or at a stand still. We are learning new skills in teaching let's keep moving forward to
keep up with agility like we have been trying to do

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:49PM

119,599,597

We are a club. We should be mindful of being self sufficient. Renting out space, allowing other classes at our facility,
allowing others to offer things at our place just don't make sense. If that is what we need to survive, then we need to pair
back. We are not a business but a club. We don't need to make so much work for ourselves that our hobby becomes
lanother full time job! We shouldn't need a full time office manager, controller, grounds person!
Being a quality agility club whose members are having fun is where I would like us to be in 10 years!

Saturday, Feb 28th
10:04PM

119,554,163

I would like to see WAG become a premier club and facility. Where people love to come and train and trial. I would like to
see WAG jackets and shirts that people are proud to wear. A place and environment we can all brag about. A facility we
can also rent out to other clubs. I would like to see more people get involved in running the club. We should consider
marketing our club so to speak. A grand opening of the new facility, open house, New Years Eve fun match and party. A
place where members work happily and the club appreciates and celebrates its members. Some renewed energy.

Saturday, Feb 28th
11:05AM

119,539,367 We would like to see more of the same.
Saturday, Feb 28th
7:05AM

119,484,303
Larger facility to offer AKC and USDAA trials (even if they are one ring with crating space) and additional ring area for
either additional classes or evening ring rentals.

Friday, Feb 27th
2:36PM

119,465,979
It would be great to have a larger facility but I would hate to see us become as they say "house poor". I hope to see the
club grow and expand at an affordable pace. WAG is by far the nicest club facility I have been in when it comes to
cleanliness and the quality of the equipment.

Friday, Feb 27th
11:52AM

119,455,680

WAG has clearly outgrown this facility. Clubs are popping up all over the area. Even clubs that have no physical facility
are renting buildings and putting on trials. Not just AKC but CPE, UKC, TDAA and UKI. Yes AKC was the foundation that
WAG was built on but long time members who are loyal to AKC only need to understand that AKC is no longer the only
venue in town and if WAG wants to compete with the other clubs offering multiple venues those venues need to be
treated equally and supported equally. I keep hearing that UKC and TDAA trial enteries are down at WAG. Has anyone
considered that it's our facility with the lack parking and crating and not the venue? Sure AKC trials pull in big numbers
both enteries and dollars but look at the facility we host that trial in. If we hosted CPE in a facility like that people would
flock there.

If the current building we are looking at to move in to is not financially feesible than we need to keep looking. We can't
stay where we are - even if we aquire the additional building space - and grow as a club. There will still be no place to
park and no room for crating. People will not come here.

I HATE that every where I trial when asked where I train the stigma is the same "Oh I won't trail at WAG because there is
no place to park and no crating."

Vision for the future - larger building with better parking and crating. Support non AKC venues. Add additional venues.

Friday, Feb 27th
9:42AM



119,451,008

I'd like us to continue to grow - keeping our active members and finding new members who are willing to work. Board
members need to do less physical work for the club, i.e. chairing trials, and encourage/require members to take on
more responsibility.

Friday, Feb 27th
9:36AM

119,447,771

Run the club in a more business like manner. Make the tough decisions or provide the difficult feedback. That will help
improve the organization. Not sure if it's a good idea to expand into the obedience and rally realms but I certainly
advocate an obedience basic background to help with agility behaviors and relationships with the handler/dog team. I
certainly don't want to see barn hunt or nose work offered at the club. Let's focus on a mission statement that says
something like, let's be the recognized as one of the best agility training schools in the area.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:56AM

119,446,711 I would like to see us in another building, with at least one turf ring where we could hold trials.
Friday, Feb 27th
8:58AM

119,445,610
I would like to see wag offering more excellent trials as the reputation continues. More amazing seminars and more
training options. We need to expand to make that happen.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:24AM

119,444,316

In a larger/own building having trials at WAG location. Larger membership. I realize WAG is an agility club but would
adding an obedience class be possible? Not sure if this has been done/tried or not. Not sure where it could be fit in
either with all the class slots full. I have found for me personally that without obedience first my dogs would not have
listened to me for agility. Possibly in half the ring opposite the puppy class. Incorporate along with obedience the come
to hand, heeling on both sides along with basic obedience.

Friday, Feb 27th
8:00AM

118,973,393

I'd like to see WAG improve the training. We do not have instructors that are top competitors in the sport where they are
going to national events. A large number only do local trials in the area on occasion. The skills needed to successfully
compete have changed, and instead of focusing on "how to run a course" I'd like to see us focus. Every time we have
someone come out to speak (Jen Crank, Anne Braue, etc.) - we constantly ask on our ability to understand a course. I
think WAG instructors understand how to digest a course. What WAG instructors lack is the foundation / skill specific
instruction (Relationship building, Foundational skill proofing, Obstacle shaping to increase value for the dog to think
independently without luring, etc.). We also need to focus on what the students need - if we have a bunch of new
handlers, we need to create a class to work on some areas that we as "more experienced" handlers wish we had known
when we were just starting out. We need to set the new dogs and handlers up for success if we'd like to make a
contribution to the increase love and passion for the sport that we all have.

Monday, Feb 23rd
1:52PM

118,548,276 Similar to how it is today.
Sunday, Feb 22nd
6:21PM

117,431,103
Stay with agility. Expand to new venues, but don't add obedience, nosework or other activities. There are other clubs for
other activities.

Friday, Feb 20th
9:09PM

117,394,932

I am content with the size, classes and instructors we have now.

I do not think growing our member base beyond 100 would be manageable.

My only concern is that many of us are getting older and may not be able to continue our active membership for another
25 years.

How can we attract serious agility minded people in a younger age bracket?

Friday, Feb 20th
11:58AM

117,312,004

I would like to see WAG known as one of the premier training facilities in the area. One area we excel at is our beginner
classes - not many places in the area (none?) have a comprehensive beginner program like WAG's. In addition to teach
our own classes, WAG could also invite in other top trainers to run classes - they could be special topic classes to not
compete with WAG classes. Even obedience or behavioral classes (Margaret Simek - could have her teach a behavior
building class or a basic manners behavior class) or Lori Waters? I don't think WAG should branch out itself and become
an obedience (or other activity) club -that will just cause division within the club. But for convenience of members, it
would be nice to have other activities offered as add-on activities. Conditioning class, reactive dog class, focus and
motivation, massage, obedience, would all be good to have. I don't think we should do conformation unless it's agility
people who want a conformation handling class. Conformation die hards let their dogs pee and poop all over and we
don't need that mess (or grooming) at WAG. There are enough other things people are interested in that I don't think we
need conformation. If the grounds at the new building are big enough, an introduction to tracking class would be really
nice to have - or maybe VST? If WAG ever had room to offer a place for water treadmill, swimming, or regular treadmill
for members to use - make WAG like a premier doggy version of a health club, then raise membership dues. Could rent
water/treadmill time separate from ring time for training. Organized doggy play groups? In the summer, set up dogwash
station? There are lot of dog-related activities WAG could offer without losing our focus as an agility club.

Thursday, Feb 19th
3:30PM



117,193,556 I'm too new at this..... I have to think about this
Wednesday, Feb 18th
5:34PM

117,165,598

WAG could definitely aim to be the biggest and best club in the WI/IL border area. Its still very affordable and I think
that's important. Maybe add more seminars/training beside the classes that are already offered. Is there a reason why
we don't have obedience/rally/or conformation training?
I think in 10 years, I would like to see WAG being in a building that will allow us to sponsor many venues of (at least)
agility under our own roof.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
12:35PM

117,157,394
I would love to see WAG expanded into a new building an able to hold AKC trials and have plenty of room for CPE trials
or other venues.

Wednesday, Feb 18th
10:58AM

117,093,203

I would like to see WAG become a training facility that other clubs model themselves after. I hate the inevatable quetion
when at a trail "oh where do you train?" and when you say WAG the response is always the same: No parking, no crating
and can't get into level 2 or above class.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:54PM

117,090,847

I would like to see WAG be able to grow enough to get their own facility. I think WAG is the best run club with people who
care about dogs and the future of agility. Having a facility that could be rented out to other clubs for trials would be a
great way to expand WAG's mission.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
3:13PM

117,064,380

I think moving to a new and bigger facility is definitely needed. Other than that I really have no complaints! WAG has
done a great job of making changes when needed; upgrading the Level 1 lesson plan and always trying to keep current
with today's training methods. The equipment is maintained properly and purchased new as needed. The only thing I
wonder is how long are the members going to want to haul the equipment back and forth to Libertyville 3 times a year? I
don't know the solution but it seems like it could become a problem at some point ....

Tuesday, Feb 17th
10:50AM

117,057,198

WAG needs to decide whether it will be run like a hobby club or a business. There are pros and cons to each. If WAG
wants to be a hobby club, then continuing on the same path that it has been on since its inception is fine. If it wants to
become a business, then perhaps the club can form a committee with some of the members who currently excel in the
business world to develop a business plan and follow through on it.

It’s nice to say that WAG should be an organization devoted to all types of dog sports, but I don’t think that is feasible. I
wouldn't be adverse to holding some basic obedience classes. Many of the greener dogs could use the extra practice.

Tuesday, Feb 17th
9:42AM

116,980,473

That is a bit far out to look - some of us won't be here in 10 years so that is not something that we could or should
answer. a shorter outlook would be that the building is available to more people other than the instructors with their
private students as the general membership does pay the dues and seems to be limited to the time we are allowed to
use it. In the shorter time, I think the building needs to be available to more of us and not those who can afford private
lessons.

Monday, Feb 16th
2:32PM

116,973,005

I would like to see WAG evolve into the premier agility training facility in the area and also, encourage people to get out
and play with their dogs. I would like to see our new building used for different dog sports, flyball, obedience, rally, etc. If
people want to rent the building for something other than agility. It goes a long way to promoting our club to be the
premier facility in the area. We just can't do it at our current building as it's too small and there is not nearly enough
parking. We need to advertise more. Sure we'll get some 'pet people', but it's possible that a lot of those pet people will
turn into great members and competitors. We all have to start somewhere.

Monday, Feb 16th
8:26AM

116,964,987
Ideally - a larger membership and a facility large enough to hold a two-ring trial and rent out to other clubs as a
signficant source of revenue.

Monday, Feb 16th
12:13PM

116,961,722

- I would like to see us in a larger facility with the option of holding one-ring AKC trials.

- I would like to see the hierarchy of the club adjusted so that there are term limits on ALL Board members. This may
sound revolutionary, but we live in the 21st century...

Monday, Feb 16th
11:26AM



116,958,677

Larger quarters
Better parking
Adding a weekly skills class for each level. I could then see some students taking more than one class per week.
Holding the maximum amount of trials
Turf flooring
Closer to my house. Monday, Feb 16th

11:04AM

116,912,355 Larger facility
Sunday, Feb 15th
8:18PM

116,909,999
I would like to see a club that doe UKC, AKC, NADAC, CPE and also would offer some classes in obedience. I know this is
not an agility topic but feel it would augment nicely the class experience.

Sunday, Feb 15th
7:04PM

116,909,433

I would like to see WAG move to a larger facility so that we can offer one ring AKC trials (100x100), with plenty of crating
space, some vendor space, office, small kitchen with a sink, frig and microwave. I would like to see the number of worker
hours increased, esp. in terms of the number of non-trial hours required. Do we need a financial advisor to be sure we
can afford all the wishes and dreams?

Sunday, Feb 15th
5:55PM

116,908,850
More specialized classes: weaving, jumping, handling.
Bigger space!

Sunday, Feb 15th
6:16PM

116,908,711 would still like ukc trials and possibly more trials scheduled south like the Libertyville, Roundlake, area
Sunday, Feb 15th
6:27PM
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